
Climate Satellite

Challenge Description
Your challenge is to build a satellite prototype that collects data on one of the
following climate change concerns: pollution, deforestation or sea ice extent.
Satellites are invaluable tools for collecting climate data. A successful mission
takes many things into account, from the design of the satellite to what kind of
orbit would be best.

Suggested Materials

A small box or container
Cardboard and construction
paper
Masking tape
Aluminum foil
Scotch tape
Bottle caps
Toothpicks
Wooden craft sticks
Glue

Scissors
Straws
Pencils

Investigate Further:
Soda bottle
Cork
Baking soda
Vinegar
Safety goggles

Rules
● Design a satellite that would be able to collect data on one of the key

aspects of climate change listed in the challenge description, including
features like a satellite dish for communications or a camera for imaging

● Your satellite must have an energy source as well as protection from
temperature extremes

● You must choose a type of orbit (geostationary or polar) for your satellite
that will suit its function

● Your design can be built as a 3D model, drawn on paper, or modelled
digitally

Success
You are successful if you meet the following requirements:

1. Your satellite contains all the components for it to be effective at
monitoring climate change and to function as a satellite

2. You can explain what kind of orbit your satellite would use, and why you
chose that type of orbit



Investigate Further
● Consider how your satellite would get into orbit. Think about what would

maximize the rocket's chances of reaching orbit. What support system will
keep your rocket upright for launch? What might make the rocket more
likely to reach a desired orbiting distance? How could the satellite be
protected during launch, and what would allow it to most easily detach
from the rocket?

● Try building a baking soda and vinegar rocket using a bottle and cork that
could launch your satellite. If you made a 3D model, attach your satellite
to your rocket. Place vinegar and then baking soda into the bottle and
quickly cork it. Quickly distance yourself from the rocket, and wait for
blastoff! This activity is best done outside.


